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Disturbing the Nest assesses the future of the family as an institution through an historical and comparative analysis of the nature, causes,
and social implications of family change in advanced western societies such as the United States, New Zealand, and Switzerland by focusing
on the one society in which family decline is found to be the greatest, Sweden. The founding of the modern Swedish welfare state was based
in large part on the belief that it was necessary for the state to intervene in society in order to improve the situation of the family. Of great
concern was the low birthrate, which was seen as a threat to the very survival of Swedes as a national population group. The Social
Democrats pioneered welfare measures that aimed to strengthen the family, to alleviate its worst trials and tribulations, and to make possible
harmonious living. With the Social Democrats remaining in power continuously until 1976, a period of almost forty-five years, Sweden went on
to implement governmental "family policies" that are among the most comprehensive (and expensive) in the world. In view of this major policy
goal of family improvement, the actual situation of the Swedish family today presents a genuine irony; some have claimed that Swedish
welfare state policies have had consequences that are the opposite of those originally intended. Comparing contemporary Swedish family
patterns with those of other advanced nations, one finds a very high family dissolution rate, probably the highest in the Western world, and a
high percentage of single-parent, female headed families. Even marriage seems to have fallen increasingly out of favor, with Sweden having
the lowest marriage rate and latest age of first marriage, and the highest rate of children born out-of-wedlock. The early pronatalist aspirations
of the Swedish government have been spectacularly unsuccessful, as Sweden continues to have one of the world's lowest birthrates and
smallest average family sizes.
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With an emphasis on learning to change through other modalities than speech, this book discusses the importance of non-verbal body
experience and awareness of kinetic cues in interpersonal relationships. A number of meditative exercises are included.
Therapeutic Revolutions examines the evolving relationship between American medicine, psychiatry, and culture from World War II to the
dawn of the 1970s. In this richly layered intellectual history, Martin Halliwell ranges from national politics, public reports, and healthcare
debates to the ways in which film, literature, and the mass media provided cultural channels for shaping and challenging preconceptions
about health and illness. Beginning with a discussion of the profound impact of World War II and the Cold War on mental health, Halliwell
moves from the influence of work, family, and growing up in the Eisenhower years to the critique of institutional practice and the search for
alternative therapeutic communities during the 1960s. Blending a discussion of such influential postwar thinkers as Erich Fromm, William
Menninger, Erving Goffman, Erik Erikson, and Herbert Marcuse with perceptive readings of a range of cultural text that illuminate mental
health issues--among them Spellbound, Shock Corridor, Revolutionary Road, and I Never Promised You a Rose Garden--this compelling
study argues that the postwar therapeutic revolutions closely interlink contrasting discourses of authority and liberation.
Chinese edition of Eric Carle's " I See a Song."

Far from carrying out its Biblical mandate to be a terror to evildoers, civil government in America has increasingly become
a terror to its law-abiding citizens. R. J. Rushdoony’s essays seem even more timely today as we are witnessing a
staggering display of state intrusion into every area of life. This is the outcome of humanistic thinking. It is the end result
of political salvation as both Left and Right continue to practice the belief that we can somehow get better—or
less—government by way of politics. However, Rushdoony’s comments are pastoral and theological, not political. He did
not spin the issues for political gain, but spoke as a man who feared God and desired to know how God’s Word was
applicable to our times. Throughout these concise, insightful essays, you will see that true and lasting freedom is the end
result of responsible, faithful Christians exercising self-government in terms of God’s Word.
The relationship of Biblical Law to communion and community, the sociology of the Sabbath, the family and inheritance,
and much more are covered in the second volume. The purpose of this second volume is to point men to God and His
Word for the government of their lives and our world. To serve and magnify God is the greatest of privileges and callings,
as is the reconstruction of all things in terms of the Word of God. This, after all, is the purpose of life, to be conformed to
God. Contains an appendix by Herbert Titus.
"This book beautifully presents original research and in so doing recasts conventional understandings of such
sociological topics as friendship, marriage, and community. The scholarship is superior."--Carole Joffe, Bryn Mawr
College "This book beautifully presents original research and in so doing recasts conventional understandings of such
sociological topics as friendship, marriage, and community. The scholarship is superior."--Carole Joffe, Bryn Mawr
College
The self-sufficiency and regional outlook of farm life characterized the United States until the Civil War period. With the
triumph of the industrial North over the rural South, the expansion of urbanism, and the closing of the frontier, the
agrarian sector became an economic and cultural minority. The social benefits of rural life--a sense of independence,
commitment to democracy, an abundance of children, stable community life--were threatened. This volume examines the
rise of a distinctive agrarian intellectual movement to combat these trends. The New Agrarian Mind, now in paperback,
synthesizes the thought of twentieth-century agrarian writers. It weaves together discussions of major representative
figures, such as Liberty Hyde Bailey, Carle Zimmerman, and Wendell Berry, with myth-shattering analyses of the
movement's cultural diversity, intellectual influence, and ideological complexity. Collectively labeled the New Agrarians to
distinguish them from the simpler Jeffersonianism of the nineteenth century, they shared a coherent set of goals that
were at once socially conservative and economically radical.
The family, that most fundamentalof human groups, is currently perceived to be changing in response to social,
biological, cultural and technological developments in our postmodernsociety. While the observed changes in families
have been considered by some sociologists to be evidence of adaptation and, therefore, normal, the authors of this
volume, consider them maladaptive. Viewing society from the point of view of clinical psychiatry, they point to greatly
increased numbers of children born to single mothers, soaring rates of divorce, a statistically confirmed increase in
mental disorders, increase in reported incest, high rates of depression in younger people and escalation of the amount of
reported family violence as evidence that the family, as a social institution, is in crisis and can either move toward
renewed vitality or continued deterioration. Perceiving a need to obtain information about family functioning that might
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lead to the increased stability and well-being of this critically important type of system, Dr. John Schwab and his
associates designed and camed out a research program that began with a thorough review of relevant literature
beginning with LePlay’s study of 300 families in the 1850’sand including important recent statistical studies. They found
that although these studies represent advances in understanding the family system, some serious problems with the
research remain, one of which is confounding variables such as family function and mental or substance abuse disorders
so that if a family member has a problem, such as drug abuse, the family is classifiedasdysfunctional.
"Originally published in 1963 by The Free Press of Glencoe."
This thoroughly revised second edition offers a child-centered, international perspective as it urges America to destigmatize alternate family forms. * Includes an extensive bibliography
The effort to understand human nature in a political context is a daunting challenge that has been undertaken in a variety
of ways and by a myriad of disciplines through the ages. From Plato to Hobbes and Burke, to Wallas and Oakeschott in
our era, efforts have been made to provide some organic framework for the political study of mankind. What has added
greatly to the complexity of the task is the increasing denial, even rejection, in the positivist and behaviorist traditions, of
the very notion of a human nature. The work can be described as a series of interlocking propositions: the proverbial view
of human nature can be explained by evolutionary theory. Biological differences between men and women are
responsible for family, community and group life. Social evolution goes through stages which are recapitulated in the
moral life of individuals. A well-defined federal system mirrors human development. And finally, for Fleming, most
problems in social and political life stem from violations of this federalist system. Fleming's volume takes up a variety of
issues: sex and gender differences, democracy and dictatorship, individual and familial patterns of association. He does
so in the context of showing how forms of legitimate authority such as families, communities and nations establish such
authority by appeals to human nature, and that these appeals, while presumably resting on empirical evidence, also
confirm the existence of normative structures. Fleming's work is an effort of synthesis that is sure to arouse discussion
and debate. It represents a serious addition to a literature retrieved from the historical dustbins to which it has been
repeatedly consigned.
In the 1960s, Canada began a seismic shift away from the core policies and values upon which the country had been
built. A nation of "makers" transformed itself into a nation of "takers." Crowley argues that the time has come for the
pendulum to swing back - back to a time when Canadians were less willing to rely on the state for support; when people
went where the work was rather than waiting for the work to come to them. Thought-provoking, meticulously detailed and
ultimately polarizing, Fearful Symmetry is required reading for anyone who is interested in where this country began,
where it's been, and where it's going.
Origins We call this book on theoretical orientations and methodological strategies in family studies a sourcebook
because it details the social and personal roots (i.e., sources) from which these orientations and strategies flow. Thus, an
appropriate way to preface this book is to talk first of its roots, its beginnings. In the mid 1980s there emerged in some
quarters the sense that it was time for family studies to take stock of itself. A goal was thus set to write a book that, like
Janus, would face both backward and forward a book that would give readers both a perspec tive on the past and a map
for the future. There were precedents for such a project: The Handbook of Marriage and the Family edited by Harold
Christensen and published in 1964; the two Contemporary Theories about theFamily volumes edited by Wesley Burr,
Reuben Hill, F. Ivan Nye, and Ira Reiss, published in 1979; and the Handbook of Marriage and the Family edited by
Marvin Sussman and Suzanne Steinmetz, then in production.
The Encyclopedia of Sexual Behavior, Volume 1 is a comprehensive review of the major aspects of the biology,
physiology, and anatomy of sex. This book is divided into 57 chapters that also cover the major facets of the emotional,
psychological, sociological, legal, anthropological, geographical, and historical aspects of sexuality, including the related
fields of love, marriage, and the family. This book deals first with the advances in sex research, the issues on abortion,
abstinence, adolescent, sexuality, and the link between sex and aging. The subsequent chapters consider the
demographic, geographical, and anthropological aspects of sex; life; the physiology, anatomy, and history of sex; the
attitude toward sex; the concept of autoerotism; and the religious view of sex. Other sex-related topics covered include
chastity and virginity, child sexuality, nakedness, coitus, contraception, courtship, culture, social dancing, and sex
education. This book further discusses the emotional aspects of sex, such as divorce, marriage, extramarital sex
relations, family, and reproduction. The remaining chapters look into the issues of hermaphroditism, homosexuality,
illegitimacy, impotence, and jealousy. This book is of value to psychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists, medical
practitioners, and researchers and workers in the allied fields.
Dr. Pendell's book is of major importance because it explains more simply, more clearly and more accurately than any
other work the reasons for the decline not only of our own civilization but for all previous civilizations.
This book examines the modern culture and its effects. These include dehumanization and degradation of people, growth
of indifferent and legalistic attitudes, arbitrary justice, increased antisocial behavior, and disregard for the sacred,
religious, and life itself, as our throwaway society becomes more selfish and prideful. Comfort and pleasure now trump
virtue and discipline. This has produced self-centered individuals that reject traditions and who are rebelling against all
authority. The culture now condones the seven deadly sins as the norm, causing a decline in the health and spirit of the
nation. Technology, legislatures, and courts are progressively limiting parents ability to instill traditional values and to
protect their children from predators. The media views freedom as license, and nihilism is rising. Sinuous pleasures, selfindulgence, and feelings over logical thinking are emphasized. Logic is replaced by experiential and inferential thinking
that easily misleads. A brave new world is being foisted on the public that, instead of producing happy and healthy
citizens, leads to anger, frustration, depression, sickness, and lost hope. A conundrum exists: wanting it all may mean
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that everything that is important is lost. Hope lies in recapturing our Christian roots, as 80 percent of Americans claim to
believe in God. By their actions, these citizens hold the key to moderating the culture by holding firm to their belief in
God, country, family, traditions, and honor. To effect change, they must, however, make Jesus love known through
charity, and their voices heard in the marketplace of ideas.
A speculative quarterly review.
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the
largest, most amazing collection of professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos
of today’s people and events. They have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.
The question of where ultimacy lies should be central to the Christian. It is easy to see the social implications of allowing priority to fall to
either the one or the many. This volume examines in-depth the Christian solution to the problem of the one and the many - the Trinitarian
God. Only in the godhead is this dilemma resolved. Only in the Trinity does there reside an equal ultimacy of unity and plurality. Rushdoony
examines the history of Western thought from the standpoint of the one and the many and demonstrates clearly that the most astute thinkers
were unable to resolve this philosophical conflict. What is needed now is a complete return to the Trinitarian view of God and its implications
for a Christian social order.
Ordering America, painting a felicitous portrait of Western civilization, shows that its defining ideals--rooted in man´s common human nature,
a perception newly substantiated by modern evolutionary psychology--were best fulfilled by realization of the American founding order.
Twentieth-century progressivism and postmodern multiculturalism detoured America down the way of social constructionism--human nature
and equality are produced by culture and the state, through groups. The book sets a course to revive the Western ideals and return to an
opportune center-right American order, applying latest scientific insights and restoring individual responsibility and reciprocity under more
limited, still energetic government befitting our century.
American families are far more diverse and complex today than they were 50 years ago. As ideas about marriage, divorce, and remarriage
have changed, so too have our understandings about cohabitation, childbearing, parenting, and the transition to adulthood. Americans of all
socioeconomic backgrounds have witnessed changes in the nature of family life, but as this book reveals, these changes play out in very
different ways for the wealthy or well off than they do for the poor. Social Class and Changing Families in an Unequal America offers an up-tothe-moment assessment of the condition of the family in an era of growing inequality. Highlighting unique aspects of family behavior, it
reveals the degree to which families' varying experiences are shaped by social class. This book offers a much needed assessment of
contemporary family life amid the turbulent economic changes in the United States.
Includes the section "Book reviews."
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